
PLC at Work Institute Agenda
Honolulu, Hawaii • February 24–25, 2022

Thursday, February 24

7:00–8:00 a.m.
Registration Maui Concourse

Continental Breakfast Maui Concourse

8:00–9:45 a.m.
Keynote—Sarah Schuhl

Ready, Set, Go! Ensuring Student Learning in a PLC at Work
Maui

9:45–10:00 a.m. Break

10:00–11:30 a.m. Breakout Sessions

11:30 a.m.–12:30 p.m. Lunch (provided) Maui Concourse

12:30–2:00 p.m. Breakout Sessions

2:00–2:15 p.m. Break

2:15–3:15 p.m. Panel Discussion—Presenters answer your most pressing questions. Maui

Friday, February 25

7:00–8:00 a.m.
Registration Maui Concourse

Continental Breakfast Maui Concourse

8:00–9:45 a.m.

Keynote—Mike Mattos

In the Eye of the Storm: Staying Focused and Grasping Opportunity

During Challenging Times

Maui

9:45–10:00 a.m. Break

10:00–11:30 a.m. Breakout Sessions

11:30 a.m.–12:30 p.m. Lunch (provided) Maui Concourse

12:30–2:15 p.m.
Keynote—Anthony Muhammad

Moving Beyond “PLC Lite” and Nurturing Full Commitment
Maui

2:15–2:30 p.m. Break

2:30–3:30 p.m. Team Time—Presenters aid in your collaborative team discussions.

Agenda is subject to change.
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Breakouts at a Glance

Presenters & Titles

Thursday,

February 24

Friday,

February 25

10:00–11:30 a.m. 12:30–2:00 p.m. 10:00–11:30 a.m.

Janel Keating

Are the Kids Learning and How Do We

Know? Data-Based Decision Making in

High-Performing Teams

318

This Is Where It All Fits! The Well-Designed

Unit Plan: From Standards to Assessments,

Unit by Unit

317B

Aligning PLCs Districtwide: From the

Boardroom to the Classroom
317B

Mike Mattos

The Power of One: Creating High-Performing

Teams for Singleton Staff
319

Taking Action:  Digging Deeper Into

Systematic Interventions
319

Future-Proofing Our Students: Maui

Anthony Muhammad

Time for Change: Four Essential Skills for

Transformational School and District Leaders
Maui

Building Culture, Purpose, and Overcoming

Frustration on Your PLC Journey
Maui

Collaboration is a Lifestyle; Not a Meeting! 319

Sarah Schuhl

Focusing Teams and Students With Learning

Targets
317B

Creating Common Assessments for Team

and Student Learning
318

Data, Data, Data: What Do Teams Need?

What Do Teams Do With It?
318
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Session Descriptions

Janel Keating
Are the Kids Learning and How Do We Know? Data-Based Decision Making in High-Performing Teams

In a PLC, two important reasons for reviewing data are to determine whether kids are learning

and to improve professional practice. Janel Keating highlights how high-performing teams quickly

examine data to make decisions that impact kids in the classroom. Participants receive a user-friendly

data analysis tool to facilitate this work.

This is Where It All Fits! The Well-Designed Unit Plan: From Standards to Assessments, Unit by Unit

Unit planning is one of the most important activities in which collaborative teams engage. While there

is no “right” way for teams to plan instructional units, teams must pay attention to numerous things in

the process. Participants discuss examples and view video clips of teacher teams effectively planning

units of instruction—from standards and learning targets to end-of-unit common formative

assessments.

Janel Keating walks participants through each step of the PLC at Work process. Teams learn to plan a

unit of instruction from beginning to end and understand how a unit-of-instruction plan is tied to

analyzing the data at the end of the unit. This session illustrates the continuous improvement cycle in

action.

Aligning PLCs Districtwide: From the Boardroom to the Classroom

A districtwide PLC is more than a sum of parts. A high-performing school district that functions as a PLC

reflects a thoughtful alignment and integration of work from the board to the central office, individual

schools, and teacher teams. While highlighting successes within school districts, Janel Keating describes

how districts organize and align at each level to implement PLC concepts and practices. She shares

video clips, work examples, and products, highlighting how efforts knit together to improve learning.
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Mike Mattos
[KEYNOTE] In the Eye of the Storm: Staying Focused and Grasping Opportunity During Challenging

Times

Without question, the COVID-19 pandemic has caused educators across the world to face

unprecedented challenges. Regardless of the safety-driven shifts to virtual learning and social

distancing, our mission remains the same: to ensure every student acquires the academic skills,

knowledge, and behaviors needed for future success.

Mike Mattos builds the case that teachers should not view current teaching conditions as something to

endure until things get back to normal. Instead, they should see this as an opportunity to better prepare

students for the demands of postsecondary education and the 21st century global economy. Grasping

this opportunity requires educators to learn new tools. The PLC at Work process is the best way to

support the adult learning needed for educators and students to thrive during these difficult times.

The Power of One: Creating High-Performing Teams for Singleton Staff

High-performing collaborative teams are the foundation for any PLC—the engines that drive the entire

process! Yet, it’s hard to know how to incorporate all staff.

Nearly every school or district has these types of educators: singletons (the only person who teaches a

grade level or course); multiple-grade-level instructors, such as a special education teacher or reading

coach; or those providing supplemental support, such as a school counselor, psychologist, or librarian.

How do these individuals fit into collaborative teams?

Mike Mattos offers guiding principles and real-life examples for educators who look to create inclusive

collaborative teams by connecting to the power of one.

Taking Action: Digging Deeper Into Systematic Interventions

Mike Mattos digs deeper into creating a highly effective, multitiered system of supports to ensure

student learning. He defines essential action steps for three critical teams: the school leadership team,

teacher teams, and a site intervention team. Mike offers clarity about lead responsibility for academic

and behavior interventions, plus recommendations and resources for scheduling.

Future-Proofing Our Students: Developing Student Agency Through the Four Critical Questions

A PLC’s purpose is to ensure all students learn the academic skills, knowledge, and behaviors for future

success. To achieve this outcome, educators clarify the essential skills and behaviors students need to

thrive as adults.

In this session, Mike Mattos:
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● Outlines the essential knowledge, skills, and behaviors required to “future-proof” our students

● Discusses how to create collaborative teacher teams within the PLC at Work framework to teach

transdisciplinary skills and behaviors

● Defines how to use the four critical questions of the PLC at Work process to develop student

agency
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Anthony Muhammad
[KEYNOTE] Moving Beyond “PLC Lite” and Nurturing Full Commitment to the PLC at Work Process

More than two decades ago, Richard DuFour and Robert Eaker published the first book on PLC at Work.

Since then, the PLC at Work model has been celebrated and validated as the most promising way to

improve student learning. Yet, so many schools remain stalled at the beginning stages of

implementation. Why does this reality of “PLC lite” still plague our profession decades later? Without

exception, schools that use this model to transform their practice have one thing in common: effective

leadership. Anthony Muhammad explores the keys to transitioning a school or district into a model PLC.

Participants can expect to:

● Know the leadership challenges and lessons learned from more than 20 years of PLC practice.

● Learn the difference between leadership behaviors that undermine versus promote PLCs.

● Explore strategies that improve participants’ abilities to lead others through the change process

and build consensus.

Time for Change: Four Essential Skills for Transformational School and District Leaders

Overcoming resistance to change is typically the most difficult challenge in implementing the PLC at

Work process. Anthony Muhammad helps leaders understand how to support educators as they make

this seismic shift in their practices. He examines the power of a balanced and methodical approach to

change that establishes a balance between support and accountability.

Participants can expect to understand:

● The leader’s role and responsibility in leading change

● Needs required before change happens

● How to monitor change using a protocol encouraging the systemic implementation of the PLC at

Work process

Building Culture, Creating Purpose, and Overcoming Frustration on Your PLC Journey

Anthony Muhammad addresses two vital stages in creating a PLC culture: 1) establishing philosophical

agreement and building shared purpose, and 2) addressing staff frustration and reluctance to change.

He leads an exploration of theories linking school culture and student learning, and participants leave

with practical strategies to transform the culture at their schools and districts.

Learning targets include:

● Addressing counterproductive belief systems and forming a cohesive team of

student advocates

● Analyzing and managing staff frustration

● Understanding the balance between support and accountability
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Anthony Muhammad
Collaboration Is a Lifestyle; Not a Meeting!

Anthony Muhammad addresses the collaborative characteristics of a high-performing PLC. Participants

learn how teachers, support staff, school administrators, and central offices work together to improve

school performance. Dr. Muhammad also discusses staff resistance to change and the leader’s role in

building consensus. He addresses two key areas: creating a culture of collaboration and building

environments where people embrace collective responsibility.

Participants in this session:

● Construct and protect productive collaborative relationships.

● Create organizational coherence and ensure collaboration at all levels of the

school community.

● Understand the balance between support and accountability.

Sarah Schuhl
[KEYNOTE] Ready, Set, Go! Ensuring Student Learning in a PLC at Work

A PLC focuses on ensuring learning for all students. But what does this really mean across a school or

district? How do collaborative teams in a PLC work to accomplish high levels of student learning?

An effective PLC is based on strong foundations and the three big ideas to guide the work. Within such

a framework, collaborative teams build a shared understanding of standards to intentionally link

instruction, assessment, and student reengagement as needed. What does all of this look and sound

like? The work can seem daunting without a roadmap or vision for how to efficiently and effectively

create the materials needed and respond to the data gathered. Sarah Schuhl clarifies and resets this

work using practical tools, protocols, and examples.

Focusing Teams and Students With Learning Targets

How can students articulate what they are learning? How can assessments be created to determine

whether students are learning? Learning targets bring clarity to students and teachers about expected

outcomes in each course or subject area.

Participants in this session gain insight into writing clear learning targets from standards. Sarah Schuhl

discusses strategies for using learning targets to help students self-assess their progress and for

collaborative teams to create and analyze common assessments.
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Sarah Schuhl
Outcomes from this session include:

● Examining how to write effective learning targets

● Developing strategies for using targets to involve students in their learning

● Discovering ways to create and analyze tests using learning targets

Creating Common Assessments for Team and Student Learning

Common assessments help students and teachers answer the second critical question of a PLC:

“How do we know if students learned it?” What is the purpose of assessments? How can they be used

to help students identify what they have and have not yet learned? Participants

explore considerations for writing quality common assessments and using them to involve students in

their learning.

Outcomes from this session include:

● Understanding a balanced assessment system

● Exploring considerations for item types to include on common assessments

● Learning how to use common assessments to help students self-reflect

Data, Data, Data: What Do Teams Need? What Do Teams Do With It?

The third big idea of a professional learning community is to focus on results. How do collaborative

teams use data to 1) make informed decisions about assessment and instruction, 2) determine whether

or not students have learned, and 3) involve students in the learning process? Participants in this

session explore ways to collect and organize data and consider how to respond to the results obtained.

They also learn a protocol for analyzing assessment data in a PLC collaborative team.
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